
were fastened to bolt-ropes suspended from the yard to
take the weight of the sail. The sail was often made of
bamboo matting and was kept flat and taut by using
multiple sheets of matting. Several masts were used for
larger vessels, the number varying from two to five.
These masts would be staggered thwartwise such that
one would not becalm another. The rake of a system of
masts often radiated like the spine of a fan. The Chinese
mat-and-batten sail had several advantages over the
canvas sails used in European ships. It could manage
with a material which, although not as strong as canvas,
was aerodynamically more efficient. It offered more
protection against tearing, and could easily be furled, as
it would readily fall into pleats thus dispensing with
having to send some crew member aloft to take in reefs.

The Chinese propelled their boats by punting with
long poles and by rowing using steering oars and stern
sweep. However, they also employed an ingenious
method of mounting the oar approximately in the line
of the main axis of the boat, and moving the oar from
side to side about a fixed fulcrum. This was the Chinese
yaolu that had fascinated many Western observers in
the past. Louis Lecomte remarked that they made use of
the yaolu as the fish did its tail.

The rudder is standard equipment in a sailing craft to
control the direction of movement, although the same
function may be performed by other means, such as by
the oar and the paddle, albeit less efficiently. In the
Western tradition the sternpost rudder is hung on pintle
and dudgeon. What the Chinese did was to develop an
axial rudder that could move up and down in guides. In
shallow water it could be raised to its highest position
to avoid damages, while in a heavy monsoon in the
open sea it could be set in the lowest position for
protection from the breaking water and to improve
the ship’s windward sailing quality. Sometimes the
rudders were riddled with holes. These were fenestrated
rudders. The holes were supposed to minimize the drag
on the ship caused by the turbulence of the water
flowing past the rudder, thus improving the hydrody-
namics of the rudder. A ship would sometimes carry
rudders of different sizes for use in different conditions.
Sometimes instead of the rudder, the steering oar was
developed into a long stern-sweep in boats that
navigated rapid rivers and land-locked waters. The
rudder is only effective where there is relative motion
between the boat and its surrounding water. When a
boat comes down with the same speed as a descending
rapid, the rudder does not operate. A long sterns-weep,
however, depends on the reaction to water resistance
and controls the movement of the boat.

Thus Chinese ships ruled the waves in East Asian
waters for a long period of time until the sixteenth
century when the Portuguese arrived in East Asia and
found no equal to their calivers outside the Atlantic. In

the meantime from the days of the arrival of the latter
until the second half of the twentieth century, the
progress of modern science and technology had also
left Chinese shipbuilding far behind. Although modern
technology has already taken over from the traditional
shipbuilding industry in China, we can still see Chinese
junks and sampans navigating between ports in coastal
waters in the China Sea and traditional rafts of all kinds
sailing the rivers and the lakes in China today.

See also: ▶Bamboo, ▶Stars, ▶Zhang Heng, ▶Shen
Gua
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Navigation in India: Sea and Inland
Navigation

R. S. VARSHNEY

Ancient Tradition
The great landmass of India is surrounded by sea on the 
east, south and west and has a large number of sheltered 
harbours situated all along its 5,700 km long indented 
coastline. There are also many large navigable rivers. 
Careful examination of ancient scriptures and archaeo-
logical discoveries has brought to light actual remains 
of docks, wharfs, jetties and warehouses in ancient 
times. References to sea journeys, navigation, boats, 
ships and docks are scattered in various verses of the 
Vedas, Purā .nas, Meghamala, Mayurcitraka, Vr. hatsa-
.mhitā, Harivamsa and other texts.

The R. gveda Aryans knew the slopes of a region by 
the help of rivers. That Aryans navigated on seas is 
clear from their worship of Jalnath (The Lord of the 
Sea). The R. gveda says, “Do thou convey us in a ship 
across the sea for our welfare.”

Aryans possessed knowledge of boats which 
were something like submarines. Here is a shloka 
(verse) from the R. gveda. “O Pushan, you work as a 
messenger by use of your boats which move under the 
ocean and also in the air. These boats have 
instruments with which things
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inside and outside sea can be seen.” The Vedic 
Aryans understood the construction and operation of 
sea boats.

In the R. gveda, the God Varun has knowledge of the 
routes of the oceans and also of the vessels sailing on 
them (Rig. 1.25.7). The same text further adds that 
merchants used to send out ships to foreign countries. 
A hymn in the Atharva Veda says that the boats which 
rode the waves were broad in beam, spacious, 
comfortable, resplendent with strong rudders and fault-
less in construction. The Ramayana refers to distant 
lands where the worm grew that yielded the silken 
thread and to the Lohit sagar, the references being to 
China and the Red Sea, respectively. Rāmāyan. a also 
describes the boat journey undertaken by Bhagwan 
(Lord) Rama. The epic Mahābhārata mentions the 
naval activities of Pandavas. Vriksha Āyurveda a 
botanical treatise written in the sixth century BCE, 
mentions the types of wood best suited to boat building. 
Yuktikalpatru by Bhoj served as a textbook to later 
Indian shipbuilders.

The R. gveda mentions a naval expedition sent out by 
Rsi-king Turga under the command of his son Bhujyu. 
The ship was wrecked in a storm, but some of the 
occupants, including King Turga and his followers, 
were rescued by Ashvins, the twin brothers, who came 
in their hundred-oared galley.

Three things emerge from these references: first, 
ships were sent to foreign countries for trade; second, 
multi-oared boats were used in expeditions, and third, 
Vedic Aryans knew sea routes.

Archaeological excavations have revealed that, 
during the Harappa period (2500 BCE), there was a 
flourishing maritime trade between Kathiawar and the 
Persian Gulf countries. Of special significance is the 
evidence of the existence of a port city, called Lothal, 
80 km southwest of Ahmedabad, which had docking 
facilities comparable to the modern ports of Mumbai 
and Vishakhapatanam. There were other ports also 
along the Gujarat Makrau and Konkan Malabar coasts.

The Bible also refers to early maritime commerce 
from India. In the days of Solomon items such as ivory, 
spices and peacocks could only have come from India.

In Mauryan times, for an account of navigation, we 
rely mostly on the Jataka stories. Greek writers often 
corroborate the facts mentioned therein. According to 
Greek writers like Arrian and Curtius, shipping was a 
highly developed industry in India in the fourth century 
BCE, and the same facilitated the passage of 
Alexander’s army of over 100,000 soldiers through the 
Indus. Mauryan kings not only encouraged sea trade 
but also streamlined the administration of the navy. The 
Arthaśāstra of Kaut.ilya (321–297 BCE) vividly 
describes the duties of the head of the naval department 
and the port officers. Important port installations of this 
period have been found recently at Kaveripattinam and 
Dharnikota on the east coast. Overseas navigation

encouraged by the Mauryan emperors received further
impetus under the Andhra-Satavahan kings and the
rulers of the Chola–Pandyan kingdoms. The most
important source of information concerning seaports of
India in those days is the author of Periplus who hailed
from Alexandria. He mentions a number of ports on
both the western and the eastern coasts.
The Shravathi River in Karnataka is navigable

from Honavar up to Gersoppa, which is mentioned in
ancient texts. The most important port discovered is at
Udyavara (calledOdara in theOxyhydrinchus papyrus), a
small village 6 km south of Udipi, from which the saint
Madhavacharya hailed. The mound known as Balera-
gudda marks the citadel of this ancient port city.
The early Tamil works of the first century AD

describe at length the port establishments of the east
coast such as Poomphar, i.e. Kaveripoopattinam, the
chief port of the Chola kingdom. Other ports which are
significant from the point of view of commerce during
the first few centuries of the Christian era areArikamedu
near Pondicherry now identified as Pokduke or Poduca
andKainapara orKonark inOrissa. TheGupta emperors
also encouraged inland and overseas navigation for
trade. In the fifth century AD, Hamza of Isahan writers
mention that Indian ships used to bemoored at Hira near
Hufa on the Euphrates River, the major role in the sea
trade being played by the merchants from Sindh and
Gujarat. The merchants of Gujarat colonized Java.
After the decline of trade with Rome, the Chalukyan

and Chola kings encouraged sea navigation with the
eastern countries especially Burma, Sumatra, Java,
Borneo and the Island of Bali. I-tsing, the Chinese
traveller who visited India (630–644 AD) says that
Indian navigators and traders could be seen at all the
busy ports of the east coast from Burma to China and in
the Malayan Archipelago.
The four centuries between 200 BCE and 200 AD

marked the heyday of Indian shipping. It was during
this period that the Indians carried on their coloniza-
tion of distant lands as far as Sumatra and Java, the
latter of which still manifests its ancient Indian
connection.
Marco Polo, who visited India in the thirteen century,

left a vivid description of Indian ships. He saw ships
that carried ten small boats slung on the sides, like
present day lifeboats, with falls and tackles to lower
them into water and heave them over the sides, along
with 60 cabins below the rain deck for passengers.
They were mostly foremasts and with as many as 14
watertight compartments.
A notable event of the early eighth century was that

under the Arab onslaught on Persia, a good number of
Persians, refusing to be converted to Islam, left their
motherland by sea and sought asylum in the western
ports of India. Their descendants are the Parsis of India.
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They contributed greatly to the commercial, shipping,
shipbuilding and industrial development of the land of
their adoption.

Ibn Bat.t.ūt.a, in the account of his travels in India,
mentions the large boats that plied in the Indian rivers.
He also describes in detail the manufacturing techni-
ques of Indian ships. In the first quarter of the sixteenth
century, on the western coast, the Zamorins of Calicut
maintained a great naval force. Vasco da Gama also left
a graphic description of the fleet of Calicut.

European travellers in India spoke highly of the
strength and durability of Indian boats and ships.
Nicolo Conti observed, “They build some ships larger
than ours with five sails and as many masts.”

India’s maritime supremacy was maintained with the
Mughals. Emperor Akbar gave impetus to shipping and
shipbuilding. According to the Ain-i-Akbari, 40,000
vessels were engaged in commerce in the river Indus
alone. Abul Fazal, the author of Ain-i-Akbari, men-
tioned the elaborate rules for the organization of
the navy.

Advent of Europeans
In the last few years of the fifteenth century, events took
place which had far reaching effects on navigation and
the maritime world. The hostility between the Chris-
tians of Europe and the Muslims of Asia acted as a
powerful factor in intensifying the efforts towards
navigational exploration. In 1487 Bartholomeu Diaz
passed the Cape of Good Hope and reached the Indian
Ocean. The ‘Hope in Good Hope’ was the hope of
the imminent discovery of the sea route to India. Vasco
da Gama sailed from Portugal on 8 July 1497 and
landed at Calicut on 27 May 1498. For the first time, a
ship from Europe had arrived in India by an all-sea
route.

By the middle of the seventeenth century the Dutch
had become the masters of the trade of the Eastern
Archipelago, ousting the Portuguese from the area. They
then turned towards India, drove the Portuguese out of
Sri Lanka, and operating with Colombo as their base,
unleashed a sustained attack on Portuguese settlements
in India. The Cochin establishment soon came under
Dutch control; onlyGoa, Diu andDamanwere left to the
Portuguese.

It was now the turn of the English to establish direct
contact with India. The East India Company was
formed to break the Dutch monopoly and got a charter
from Queen Elizabeth on the last day of the year 1600
granting it the monopoly of the Eastern trade. By and
by Indians lost control of navigation of sea routes and
Indian shipping gradually declined.

For nearly a 150 years the East India Company’smain
activities were confined to commercial aggrandizement.
Within 50 years of Auragazeb’s death (1707), the

country was so confused in its political affairs that it
provided an inviting ground for adventurers. The
English emerged superior in naval power and they were
able to displace the French and others.

In the final burst of glory, preceding extinction as it
were, Indian naval power under the Marathas put up a
brave fight against the supremacy of the European
powers. Shivaji, the builder of Maratha power, had
patronized the shipbuilding industry too. With the help
of Tukoji Angray, the head of the Koli community of
Ali Bagh, he built up a formidable fleet which, from
1694 to 1758, under the command of the Angrays,
established complete control of the sea fromMalabar to
Travancore. The Indian shipbuilders of those times had
such a high reputation that the Dutch and the English
had some of their ships built by them.

During all this time, the seaborne trade of India
had been rapidly increasing. But with the passing of
trade in the more important commodities and the
control of navigation on the high seas into English
hands, Indian merchants and their shipping gradually
disappeared from the scene. In a limited way, Indian
shipping operated in the coastal waters and there
were perhaps a few ships in trade with the Persian Gulf,
the Arabian and the East African ports. The pilgrim
traffic to Jeddah which had state patronage under the
Mughals continued in Indian hands. Despite heavy
setbacks, there were still many Indians who ventured
into shipping and kept alive the tradition of shipping
enterprise. It is on record that even after the rule of the
sea had passed to the Europeans, Gurjarat businessman
continued to show courage and skill as merchants,
seaman and pilots. According to historian Tod (1025
AD), for Biji Singh of Bhavnagar, his port was his
grand hobby and shipbuilding his chief interest and
pleasure.

Any account of shipbuilding in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries must include the work of the great
Parsi family of Wadias. For nearly a century and a half,
from 1736 to 1884, the members of this family were
master builders at Bombay dockyard and built over 350
vessels.

However, the encouragement to Indian shipbuilding in
the early days of the Company’s rule had been vigorously
opposed in Britain by many of the Company’s Directors
themselves. In India itself measures were taken to
discourage shipbuilding.

Steamships
In the meantime, a great revolution had taken place in
shipping. Steam had begun to be used for propelling
ships. Only those countries that were mechanically
advanced could rule the high seas. All these advantages
were held mostly by England and she made the fullest
use of them. In the third and fourth decades of the
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nineteenth century the steamship began to prevail over
the sailing vessel which gradually disappeared from the
high seas. In 1825, the steamship “Enterprise”, a small
ship comparable with the coasters of today, left England
on August 16 and reached Kolkata on December 7. This
was the first steamer to perform a transoceanic voyage
to India.

The two years, 1819 and 1919, stand out signifi-
cantly in the history of modern Indian shipping. While
1819 saw the steamboat appear in Indian waters for the
first time, 1919 saw the establishment of the first large
Indian steamship company.

Decline of Indian Shipping
A number of small shipping companies owned by
Indians were registered in the nineteenth century
mainly to carry on coastal trade. All of them faced stiff
competition and hostility from the British companies,
mainly the Peninsular and Oriental (P&O) and the
British India Steam Navigation Company (BI); they
could not survive long.

But in the wake of the swadeshimovement at the turn
of the nineteenth century, Chidambaram Pillai, a
disciple of Lokmanya Tilak, entered the fray by launch-
ing the Swadeshi Shipping Company of Tuticorin in
1906. The flag of Swedeshi Shipping vessels bravely
bore the words “Vande Mataram” (Mother, I bow to
thee, which is theNational song of India) a sloganwhich
then served as a red rag to the bureaucratic bull. The fate
of such a defiant patriotic venture can easily be
imagined. An offensive was promptly launched against
it. Pillai was arrested and sentenced to a long term of
imprisonment for taking part in political meetings. The
company crashed on the rocks of politics, not on the
rocks of business. Similar was the fate of the Bengal
Steamship Company, established in 1907 by Jyotin-
dranath Tagore, brother of the famous poet and Nobel
laureate Rabindranath Tagore. How disappointing the
situation was is clear from the fact that about eighty
shipping companies were registered in India between
1836 and 1918. By 1946 only seven still existed, and all
of them were very small.

Revival
By now the patriotic fervour of the country had
developed a strong economic flavour. Impressed by
the generous contribution of the people to the war effort
and especially by the bravery of Indian soldiers, the
Government of India also was inclined to modify its
imperialist policy a little.

The year 1919 provided a suitable setting for the entry
of the Scindias on the Indian maritime scene. Scindia’s
owe their birth to a stroke of inspection, a moment of
illumination, almost to an accident of history. It was a

chance meeting between Walchand Hirachand and
Watson, a British engineer, during the former’s railway
journey from Delhi to Bombay on sixteenth Feb. 1919,
that disclosed to him that a passenger ship was for sale in
Bombay. It was the S. S. Loyalty owned by theMaharaja
Madhavrao Scindia of Gwalior.
Walchand decided to bid for it. After getting down in

Bombay he proceeded straight from the Victoria
Terminus station to the dock to have a look at the
Loyalty. After inspecting the ship, Walchand decided to
form a syndicate to buy the Loyalty and establish a
limited company to run it. On March 27, 1919, the
Scindia Steam Navigation Company was registered
with an authorized capital of Rs. 4.5 crores. On April 5,
1919, the S. S. Loyalty sailed fromBombay as an Indian
passenger ship bound for Europe and the United
Kingdom. It was a historic day in India’s maritime
annals, the day on which Indian shipping was reborn.
Appropriately, since 1964,April 5 is celebrated annually
as India’sNationalMaritimeDay.Although theGwalior
Maharaja retained no interest, financial or otherwise,
his name came to be permanently associated with the
company.

River and Canal Navigation
Rivers have been used for navigation since the earliest
times, and in some cases water transport was the only
means of communication between places. Big rivers in
the north, like Ganga and Yamuna, have always been
used extensively for navigation especially in eastern
UP, Bihar and Bengal. Similar is the story of southern
rivers like Krishna, Kaveri, Godavari, etc. The central
India rivers have also been used as waterways.

Steamers on the Ganga
Various types of Indian boats were used on the
Ganga and houseboats were popular among European
officers. Boats carrying merchandise from Allahabad to
Calcutta, a distance of 1,300 km normally took about
20 days in the dry season. The Journey upstream was
difficult and took almost three to four months.
Lord William Bentinck, Governor General of India

(1828–1835), showed keen interest in the development
of steam traffic on the Ganga. In 1834 a regular pas-
senger service started on the Ganga. The passenger
boat, William Bentick, was launched in Calcutta in
April 1934. In October, its sister ship, “Thames” was
also commissioned for service.

River and Canal Navigation in the South
The Madras Presidency also experienced water trans-
port improvements early in the nineteenth century. A
canal linking Madras with the Egmore backwater was
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completed in 1806, and it was named after Cochrane,
who became its proprietor. Lord Dalhousie, Governor
General (1846–1856), acknowledging the benefit de-
rived from the Ganga Steamers, was eager to extend
such facilities to the Godavari, Indus and other rivers.
On the west coast, canals were also built. In Malabar
the important canals were from Cochin to Tirur, 125 km
from Baypore to Badagara, 69 km and from Balaptom
to Canara frontier, 35 km.

Indian Ports, Maritime Transportation and Inland
Waterways After Independence

After Independence there was tremendous progress in
sea and inland navigation. India has 11 major sea ports:
Kandla, Mumbai, Nhava Sheva, Marmagao, New
Mangalore and Kochi on the west coast and Kolkata
Haldia, Vishakhpatnam, Chennai, and Tuticorin on the
east coast. The 11 ports in India are the responsibility of
the Ministry of Shipping but are managed by semi-
independent port trusts overseen by boards appointed by
the Ministry from Government departments, including
the navy, port labour and industry, ship owners and
shipping companies.

In order of gross weight tonnage conveyed annually,
Mumbai, Vishakhapatnam, Chennai and Marmagao are
the most important ports in India. In addition there are
some 139minorworking ports alongwith the two coasts
and onoffshore islands. Total traffic at the 11major ports
increased from 107 million tonnes in 1984 to 179
million tonnes in 1993. In 1993 there were three Indian
government owned Shipping Corporations, the most
important of which was the Shipping Corporation of
India. There were also between 50 and 60 private
companies operating a total of 443 vessels amounting to
6.5 million gross registered tonnes, more than 300 of
which were 1,000 gross registered tonnes or more.
Indian tonnage represented 1.7% of the world’s total.
Over all, the share of Indian vessels in total Indian trade
is around 35%.

Some of the important shipping companies are:
Indian National Ship Owners Association, Mumbai;
Varun Shipping Co., Mumbai; Great Eastern Shipping
Co. Ltd, Mumbai and Essar Shipping, Bangalore. India
has four major and three medium sized shipyards,
all government run. The Kochi Shipyard in Kochi,
Hindustan Shipyard in Vishakhapatnam and Hooghly
Dock and Port Engineers in Kolkata are the most
important ones in India. Thirty-five smaller shipyards in
India are in the private sector. Dry docks at Kochi and
Vishakhapatnam accommodate the nation’s major ship
repair needs.

In addition to its coastal and ocean trade routes,
India has more than 16,000 km of Inland waterways.
Of that number, more than 3,600 km are navigable by
large vessels, although in practice only about 2,000 km

are used. Inland waters are regulated by the Inland
Waterways Authority of India, which was established in
1986, to develop, maintain and regulate the nation’s
waterways.
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Navigation in the Indian Ocean
and Red Sea

MARINA TOLMACHEVA

Navigation in the Indian Ocean has historically used
the monsoons. The Chinese knowledge of monsoons
was documented first but the Indians and Middle
Easterners benefited from them as well. The Greeks
learned about sailing with monsoons between the Red
Sea and northwest India no later than the expedition
of Nearchus (326–325 BCE). A Roman port was
established at Adulis on the Red Sea to trade with India
under Ptolemy III Euergetes (247–221 BCE). The
Greek Periplus of the Erythrean Sea (first century AD)
attests to the Arab domination of routes between
Arabia, East Africa, and India. With the rise of the
Persian Sassanid Empire, Yemen, a crossroads of sea
trade, became subject to rival interests of Persians,
Byzantines, and Ethiopians. Persians seemed to control
the navigation in the western part of the ocean until
shortly before the rise of Islam. In the mid-sixth
century, the Nestorian Christian merchant Cosmas
Indicopleustes of Alexandria described travel by sea to
Yemen, Axum (Ethiopia), and Taprobane (Sri Lanka),
where he observed various ethnic groups participating
in the Indian Ocean trade. It is often believed that
Indian participation in ocean navigation was discour-
aged by Hindu restrictions on travel, but South Indian
archaeology shows the existence of deep-water harbors
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